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This area reflects the surge of interest in
doing business on the Internet in the travel
industry today. WTM will showcase the
most recent advances in the digital world, 
in which online travel is seeing explosive
growth of 20% with the sector predicted to
be worth over £33 billion in the European
Union by 2011, according to Euromonitor
International. 

These advances include the huge rise in
online bookings. In 2007 an estimated 43
million Europeans booked travel online in
2007 with the figure set to reach 60 million
by 2010 according to Jupiter Research.
Travel sites saw traffic double in January
this year, when Expedia and Thompson
experienced 60% rise in traffic, highlighting
how central online booking has become to
the industry. EyeforTravel research in
Eastern Europe found a 200% increase in
2005/6 in online booking in the Czech
Republic with figures of up to 50% in
Slovenia and Slovakia.

Another area of massive growth is internet
search, with over 200 million searches 
carried out monthly on the Internet that
are specifically travel-related, travel domain
names have had major success too in
becoming an extension to advertising 
and marketing plans. 

After the explosion in Web 2.0 social 
networking sites last year, the latest trend is
Travel 3.0. The rise of Consumer to Consumer
marketing through the use of Web 2.0 has
been unstoppable. Major brands in social
networking have seen their reviews rise to
an unbelievable 10 million in 12 months.
Travel 3.0, which combines Web 2.0 with
dynamic packaging, will bring with it more
commercialisation, as 70% of consumers
book direct online for a better deal.

Virtual travel has come into its own this
year, as virtual versions of hotels and 
destinations feature on the fabled ‘Second
Life’ where customers can go to view and
post feedback on a blog on travel 
destinations and hotels. Virtual images that
transport users to destinations from their
living room are increasingly seen as a must-
have for travel sites

Major business benefits have been derived
from self-booking tools, which are saving
25% in travel management company fees,
and booming affiliate site sales, which are
reducing costs and bringing in a staggering
£2 billion of UK online sales. 

Mobile technology for those on the move 
is being given a boost by the promise of 

cellphone use on planes with BlackBerrys 
& text messaging in the near future. Travel
pods will soon be appearing in shopping
malls to facilitate travel business.

TravelCLICK Quarterly eMonitor reports
worldwide hotel bookings through electronic
channels are on pace to generate more
than 120 million room nights this year.
Travel agents have seen the average rate for
room nights for the first quarter of 2007
43.6% higher for the same period last year.

With a thriving Technology and Online
Travel sector and full to bursting technology
seminar programme, WTM can ensure that
businesses will find what they need to 
succeed in the ever popular technology
seminar series from Genesys, the travel
technology consultancy. This first day’s 
digital world seminar programme, spon-
sored for the first time by Microsoft Digital
Advertising Solutions, will reveal how to
maximise visibility on the Web; what going
mobile with mobile Internet means; and
how to capitalise on the impact of social
media. Other topics on the second day 
will include the latest in search engine 
marketing animation and crystal ball 
gazing into the future beyond Web 2.0.

Microsoft’s one hour workshop at WTM on
Tuesday 13 November 4-5pm will provide
an insight into the opportunities for travel
and tourism brands, as well as demonstrating
the impact online can have on an overall
marketing strategy. Virtual Earth – Live
Searchs 3D mapping service will be 
showcased as well as multimedia, video
and adCenter’s unique targeting tools for
search advertisers in the travel industry. 

As IT media partner to Technology and
Online Travel @ WTM, silicon.com
(www.silicon.com), a part of CNET
Networks UK, will be at World Travel Market
showcasing their new website, atlarge.com
(www.atlarge.com) This year atlarge.com
has gained a reputation for championing 
a better deal for the business traveller.
Atlarge.com is a resource for business 
travellers where they can read or write
about, and – crucially – rate, various criteria
at all the world’s commercial airports,
including wi-fi, cellular net access, the 
availability of power points, comfort
and cost.

The atlarge.com seminar on Tuesday 13
November will also cover the Fair Wi-fi 
campaign that has been running on 
silicon.com. The overall theme will be about
the future of planning business travel and
how atlarge.com is achieving its aim to be
an online service for those who need to
‘travel connected’.

EyeforTravel Research will present new 
findings from around the world and discuss
key developments in the global online travel
scene at World Travel Market in a seminar
on Monday 12 November. 

EyeforTravel will set out the latest digital
trends that enable travel businesses to plan
ahead and make crucial decisions for future
campaigns. The seminar will demonstrate
the rapid growth of online travel and the
opportunities and challenges for travel
companies around the world as they try 
to unfathom travel purchasing trends.

Online media publication TravelMole is
offering onsite and online media coverage
at World Travel Market once more, delivering
stories up to World Travel Market and with
journalists on site reporting the latest news
online from the event as it happens. 

For the third year running, World Travel
Market and TravelMole are holding the
Technology and Online Travel Awards with
the presentation of the awards and drinks
reception on Wednesday 14th November
from 16.30 - 18.00hrs. The awards include
Best use of Video on a Travel trade web site,
Best use of social media within travel, Best
web integration of hotel/ airline content
on 3rd party site, Innovation in Mobile
Technology, Web Based self booking tools 
for consumers, Most innovative online
sales/marketing campaign, Meta search tool
within Travel, Online education for Travel
Trade and Best exhibition stand and pre-
show campaign within WTM’s Technology
and Online Travel sector. 

WTM Technology and Online Travel
The Internet has now become a cornerstone of the travel industry in the world and the latest online tools,

tips and trends will be on show in World Travel Market’s Technology & Online Travel Sector. 

WTM Technology & Online Travel
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With the exception of Africa, all regions
have shown growth above that forecast for
the full year.  Asia- Pacific (+9%) achieved
the largest increase in the first months of
2007, followed by Africa (+8%), the Middle
East (+8%) and Europe (+6%). The Americas
(+4%), as anticipated, has recorded the
weakest result, but this is still virtually 
double the forecast

These results are only provisional, but explain
the travel industry’s sharp rise in confidence
for the prospects over the coming months. 

A number of factors contributed to the
growth and look likely to help sustain it
over the year. Continuing world prosperity
has clearly been a main driver, economies 
in general, and especially those of Asia,
maintaining their extraordinary strength.  

Exchange rate fluctuations – notably, the
US dollar to euro rate – continue to be a 
significant factor in tourists’ choice of 
destinations. Countries that see their 
currencies weaken become more attractive
as destinations, while tourists from those
whose currencies strengthen have an
advantage when travelling abroad. 

The continued higher oil prices seem to
have been absorbed by the market and
have had only a marginal effect on demand.
Companies have also worked intensively 
to offset higher costs by budgetary savings
and increased competitiveness.

One of the main reasons for the healthy
start to the year has been the underlying
strength of the air transport market, due in
turn to the economic and political stability
in most of the world’s leading source 
markets. Demand for air travel increased by
7% from January through April 2007, much
in line with the growth of international
tourist arrivals. The expansion of low-cost
airline services around the world, including
the emergence of long-haul low-cost airlines,
has been a major factor in stimulating air
transport.

At the same time, growing recognition of
tourism’s potential contribution to economic
growth means that it is being given more
and more attention by governments, 
especially those in developing regions.
Increased investment in infrastructure,
marketing and promotion, the development
of domestic markets, the liberalisation of air

transport, growing intra-regional cooperation,
and increased public-private partnerships
are key factors that have helped the 
industry expand and overcome recent
obstacles.

Tourism receipts rise by US$ 57 billion

With almost all the leading destination
countries having reported their international
tourism receipts for 2006, UNWTO estimates
they reached US$ 735 billion (€586 billion),
an increase of US$ 57 billion (€41 billion)
over 2005. 

By region, an interesting trend has emerged:
Asia Pacific improved results by US$ 19 
billion, while the Americas recorded US$ 
9 billion; in arrivals, Asia Pacific is firmly on
track to surpass the Americas in the near
future.

In absolute terms, the biggest winner last
year was still Europe, which gained an 
additional US$ 27 billion over 2005, lifting
the total to US$ 378 billion, (€ 301 billion).

Africa added US$ 3 billion, to give US$ 24
billion. Estimates point to an increase of
around half a billion dollars to US$ 27 
billion for the Middle East.

Top tourism destinations 2006

In terms of arrivals, France is in number one
position, ahead of Spain and the US, while
in the ranking for receipts, the same three
appear in the top three places, but with the
US ranking first and France third, while
Spain maintains its second place. This high-
lights the fact that the US attracts a greater
share of high-spending long-haul tourists
than its European competitors, which rely
much more on short-haul visitors.

China is fourth in arrivals and fifth in terms
of receipts, while the reverse is true for Italy.
The UK and Germany rank sixth and 
seventh for both, and Austria attracts the
ninth highest number of arrivals and the
10th largest volume of receipts. But while
Mexico and the Russian Federation complete
the ranking of the Top 10 destinations for
arrivals (eighth and 10th respectively), they
fall further down the list of top tourism
earners. The remaining two places in the
receipts ranking are taken instead by
Australia (eighth) and Turkey (ninth).

In terms of international tourist arrivals,
some slight changes occurred in the Top 
10 ranking. Germany overtook Mexico as a
result of its excellent performance during
the year it hosted the FIFA Football World
Cup, and Austria and the Russian Federation
climbed one place to ninth and 10th 
respectively. By contrast, Turkey, ninth 
position in 2005, fell two places. Regarding
receipts, China ousted the UK from fifth
position, while Australia replaced Turkey 
at number eight.

Tourism expenditure 2006

The majority of leading tourism-generating
countries have now released their full-year
data on international tourism expenditure,
and this confirms there were almost no
changes in the leaders’ ranking in 2006. 
Two major exceptions – China overtook
Italy to take sixth position, and the
Netherlands was ousted from the Top 10 
by the Republic of Korea, thanks to an 18%
increase in spending by Koreans overseas.

> continued on page 66
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Selling your rooms is our business!

How can CentralHow can CentralRR f.com benefitcom benefit yyour your hotel?hotel?
CentralCentrallRR.com.com is the world s top destination in promoting and selling your hotel roomsis the world’s top destination in promoting and selling your hotel rooms
online. It is an independent reservation/distribution system to promote hotel roomonline. It is an independent reservation/distribution system to promote hotel roomli It i i d d t ti /di t ib ti t t t h t l

y gavailability and attract new guests from all over the world.il bilit d tt t t f ll th ld

CentralCentralRR.comcom benefits your hotel by increasing your revenue, allowing you to staybenefits your hotel by increasing your revenue allowing you to stay
in full control, and saving you time and money. All of this is accomplished by lowerin full control and saving you time and money All of this is accomplished by lower
commissions, an efficient streamlined booking system, no paperwork or invoicing andcommissions an efficient streamlined booking system no paperwork or invoicing and
immediate notification of reservations by email/fax. Our exemplary multi lingualimmediate notification of reservations by email/fax Our exemplary multi-lingual
customer service offers both you and your guests peace of mind. All information incustomer service offers both you and your guests peace of mind. All information ini ff b h d f i d All i f i i

y p p ,our data centre is constantly updated and backed up in mirrored redundant servers,d t t i t tl d t d d b k d i i d d d t
pp , yso no matter what happens, your information is safe and secure.tt h t h i f ti i f d

CentralCentralRR.com scom’s comprehensive Hotel Management Extranet enables you to update yourcomprehensive Hotel Management Extranet enables you to update your
rates and availability quickly and instantly. You ll have full access to your reservationsrates and availability quickly and instantly You'll have full access to your reservations
and a wide range of reporting facilities. Additionally, we offer a direct XML integrationand a wide range of reporting facilities Additionally we offer a direct XML integration
with your PMS. Increase your occupancy by powering your website with our seamlesslywith your PMS. Increase your occupancy by powering your website with our seamlessly
integrated multi lingual booking engine.integrated multi-lingual booking engine.i t t d lti li l b ki i

www.CentralR.com/Hotels
Tel: +353 (0) 1 764 2500   Email: Sales@CentralR.com

Sign up before 30th November 2007 to avail
of a 10% discount on any of our packages

IRELAND Tel: +353 (0) 1 7642500         SPAIN Tel: +34 973 72 80 78         FRANCE Tel: +33 (0)238 58 0146
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The UNWTO World Tourism Barometer, published in late-January, forecast an average growth in 

international tourist arrivals for 2007 of around 4%. But the results for the first four months suggest the

prediction is likely to be exceeded - barring unforeseen circumstances - over the remainder of the year.

From January through April 2007, international tourist arrivals worldwide rose to 252 million, an increase

of more than 6% compared to the same period in 2006
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Refad Hotels & Resorts continues its 
portfolio expansion by acquiring its first
luxury hotel property in Dubai, which is
expected to open in fall 2007. The new
property will be managed under REFAD’s
luxury hotel brand “The Monarch”. 

“The Monarch Dubai” located on Sheikh
Zayed Road will be made up of 236 rooms
and suites, eight restaurants and lounges
a grand ballroom and 13 meeting rooms
and fully equipped business center, a
health club and the exclusive Mandara
Spa along with a collection of elite 
boutique shops.

REFAD’s diverse brands are able to offer
products tailored for those who enjoy
world-class luxury, to the most discerning
business and leisure travellers.

Refad Hotels & Resorts is in the process 
of strengthening its hotel management
company to meet the demand of
investors, acquire more hotels via man-
agement contracts or lease basis, and
focus on brand marketing, systems,
processes, standards and investment in
people through its distinctive five hotel
brands: The Monarch, Refad Resorts, The
Square, The Four Stars and The Rester.

“We will continuously add innovative 
services in keeping ahead of the game”
says Yazbek, who further added “we will
maintain a flat organisation where people
are empowered to run the business and
respond to market needs. This is one of our

advantages. We are easy to deal with and
we are transparent with our partners as
their success is ours. We make quick 
decisions and put our customers and 
owners first”.

REFAD currently operates The Monarch
Bad Goegging in Munich - Germany; three
properties under The Rester flag in Kuwait
and The Four Stars Hotel in Lebanon. 

Future projects include an ultra-luxurious
lifestyle resort The Monarch OQYANA at

The World project and The Square Media
One in Dubai – UAE, The Monarch and The
Square Capital Tower in the State of Kuwait.

“REFAD is undoubtedly
the newest and most
aggressive international
hotel chain today and
we are heading to the
top by having advance
negotiations for new
hotels” concludes
Yazbek.

The Monarch Bad Göegging - Munich, Germany

Refad – enhances your profitability

WTM Global Village
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Several markets recorded double-digit
increases. The best performers in 2006,
aside from the Republic of Korea, were:
India (+28%), Poland (+26%), Brazil and
Kuwait (+22% each), Belgium (+15%),
Thailand (+14%), China and Norway 
(each with +12%), and Ireland (+11%).

Confidence in the future

Confidence in tourism’s prospects this 
summer was higher than it has been since
September 2004 – a peak time for growth.
Both Europe and North America were
approaching their high seasons, which 
goes some way to explaining this optimism.
In some European countries, July and
August generate more than 50% of annual
tourist arrivals from abroad. Admittedly,
there are some concerns over the possible
impact of the strong euro and pound 
sterling, but tourism from leading source
markets should not be affected, except
perhaps to the UK.

One sector that is expected to do 
particularly well in 2007 is the cruise 
business, despite the continuing high cost
of fuel. And different regions of the world
stand to benefit, including Asia- Pacific. 

But the growth in Europe’s business is likely
to be the most impressive. Members of the
US-based Cruise Lines International
Association (CLIA) – the marketing 
organisation for 19 top cruise lines and
almost 17,000 North American travel 
agencies – have significantly expanded 
their programmes in Europe and the
Mediterranean, and now offer a wide and
exciting range of options. Leading European
cruise markets, notably the UK and
Germany are growing strongly. The UK is
the world's most important source market
for cruise passengers after the US and 
2006 saw UK agents generate over £1.5 
billion of bookings, an increase of 16% on
the previous year. PSARA ( Passenger
Shipping Association Retail Agents Scheme)
has rebranded as ACE (Association of Cruise
Experts) and has increased its UK agency
membership by 40% during 2007.

The Caribbean and parts of North America
were, not surprisingly, anxious about the
2007 hurricane season, but another cause
of uncertainty was the Western
Hemisphere Travel Initiative (WHTI), the
first phase of which – covering air travellers
to/from the US and Canada, Mexico,
Bermuda and the Caribbean  – was 
implemented in January. US flyers who had
applied for a passport but not yet received
it, were given a reprieve until September 30
this year, meaning that the respective 
destinations should not have suffered a
negative impact from the WHTI over the
summer period.

The other region in which prospects are
uncertain is the Middle East, and more
specifically Lebanon and neighbouring
countries. But while UNWTO’s Panel of
Experts is much less confident than it was

four months ago, confidence is still relatively
high as a result of the boom in tourism
demand for other destinations, notably
Egypt and the Arabian Gulf.

As indicated, continuing strong demand 
for air transport has been a main driver 
of tourism growth, but this is one sector 
starting to cause concern. After a year of
restraint in 2006, there are signs of excessive
capacity kicking in. Controlled capacity
growth worldwide over the past couple of
years reflected a response to high fuel costs,
and was partially the result of aircraft

shortages – in particular, delays in delivery
of the 550-seat, Airbus A380 super jumbo,
which finally entered fare-paying passenger
service in October.

If capacity is allowed to grow unchecked 
as airlines are starting to make reasonable
profits again, this could herald the 
industry’s downfall. Some airlines – mainly
low-cost carriers – have started issuing
profit warnings. Nevertheless, with oil and
fuel prices still high, and with the prospect
of new environmental taxes on the horizon,
common sense will surely prevail.
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Source: UNWTO
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Central/Eastern Europe.

Figures for the UK and Ireland are included within the figures for Northern Europe. 
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Note that the regional divisions used follow those of the UN World Tourism 

Organization. These differ from those used in this catalogue in that for statistical 

purposes the UNWTO places Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia in North Africa 

Note also that the WTO places all the former republics of the USSR in Central/Eastern 

Europe.

Figures for the UK and Ireland are included within the figures for Northern Europe. 
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